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THEATRE

Open, independent soul
Ne-Zh a presents theatre for the young, by the young

By Mohan Ambikaipaker

ne of the maior ways in which
corporate sponsorship of the
arts has had a significant impact
in theatre life has been Astro's

sponsorship of the Theatre Muda arts pro-
gramme at Five Arts Centre. The current
performance of Ne-Zha is creating a mile-
stone in the programme's history by taking'
the show around the city to locations like
KLCC and the DBKL flats. It is a rare and
celebratory moment when the corporate
world works with a theatre company which
has the support of the government to bring
an artistically intriguing performance to
the people - in this case, children.

The performance of. Ne-Zila which I saw
was at the Sri Kelantan flats in Sentul.
Directed byJanet Pillai and Liew Kung Yu,
the show drew on the puppet creations by
a group of young performers who were
experienced participants of the Five Arts
Theatre Muda training programme.

Made of materials that could be obtain-
ed from discarded and easily-found obiects
like Milo tins, cardboard boxes and plastic
bottles, props and puppets were used to tell
the story of the mythical life of a rebellious
young spirit who eventually sacrifices
himself for the greater collective good.

The emphasis on naughtiness and re-
belliousness as positive values which make
Ne-Zha a strong and courageous non-
conformist is itself a theme that makes this
children's theatre different from the usual
patronising or moralising fare that is
offered to children both on stage and on
television.

As dusk settled around the courtyard of

the flats, where children usually play on
the swings and slides nearby, the theatre
crew began to create a "stage" for the
event. Technical equipment was minimal
but conceptual sophistication was aiming
at a non-traditional or ritualistic perfor-
mance space which had multifocal centres
that'drew on different kinds of theatrical
experiences.

'First, there was a stage, which consisted
of a shadow-puppet screen highlighted by
two pin-spots affixed to each top corner.
The play began with the scene in whlch the
birth of Ne-Zha is initially seen as shadow
play and then Ne-Zha, played by young
actor Ryan Lee Bhaskaran, burst on to the
stage from his shadow existence and takes
on a "realistic" life.

Two other screens made up bottom left
and bottom right flanks of a semi-enclosed
audience space. During the course of the
performance, these screens portrayed set,
ting changes, whereby shadows of swim-
ming fish (made up of 7-Up plastic bottles)
transformed the environment into an
undersea world. They also acted as a way to
create plot expectations as the backstage
action foreshadowed what might tak'e
place soon on the front stage.

While sitting with the children, you
could see how they would turn from
screen to screen effortlessly in trying to
pick up different details of the story. They
also took great delight in being able to
identify shadow images: 'Look, the ani-
mals are fighting"; "Eh,! bola., bolalah!" Ot
in being able to empathise with cardboard
puppets who portrayed warm maternal
figures as opposed to ha$h and dlsci-
plinarian father figures. There were points

of identification as a gen-
eral sigh greeted the um-
bilical moment when the
cardboard puppet of Ne-
Zha's mother hugs her son
good-bye as he embarks on
his martial studies with
Situ/Tok Guru,

Qne of the older perfor-
mers, Mohd Arifwaran, who
manipulated the giant Situ/
Tok Guru puppet with in-
tense concentration, had in
the beginning provided the
audience with a quick over-
arching argument of the
performance. He would use
typical call-and-response
techniques found in class-
room settings, to get the
audience to leam the names
of the main characters and
the episodic storyline. The
combination of centred and decentred
modes of story-tellir:g worked to create hy-
brid theatrical experiences that combined
realism with dreamscapes, allowing a
continuous inter-play of both imaginative
and rational realms. On many occasions,
the audience was also treated to the tactile
sensations of silky sheets that were used to
depict flood water.

The performance ends with the death
and rebirth of Ne-Zha, the boyish'spirit of
resistance. His Sifu/Tok Guru recreates him
from the flames through limbs that dance
themselves on the shadow screen into
wholeness. A phantasm of suneal imagery
coupled with a highly-splrited or
semangahdriven drumming made the

Ne-Zha, playd by Ryan Lee Bhaskaran, faces the SifulTok Guru puppet
in an absorblng scene

recreation of Ne-Zha a triumphal finish.
By reaching into the nethir life of soul

and dream and appealing to the sensi-
bilities of the real and imagined all toge-
ther, the performance of. Ne-Zha came
close to a theatre that aspired to the heal-
ing and nurturing dimensions of tradition-
al Malaysian theatre forms. At the heart of
the vision was the child - the irreverent,
open and independent person.

Ne-Zha will have a final performance
at the Petronas Art Gallery, KLCC, on
June 6, 1999. Admission is free but seat-
ing is limited.
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